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A note from Pastor Kevin Lea follows this article.  
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Economist Martin Armstrong claims there is a “secret meeting to 

end cash” set to take place in London before the end of the month 

involving representatives from the European Central Bank 

(ECB) and the Federal Reserve. 

Armstrong, who is known for successfully predicting the 1987 Black Monday crash as well as the 1998 

Russian financial collapse, expressed his shock that no news outlet has reported on this upcoming 

conference. 

“I find it extremely perplexing that I have been the only one to report of the secret meeting in London. 

Kenneth Rogoff of Harvard University, and Willem Buiter, the Chief Economist at Citigroup, will 

address the central banks to advocate the elimination of all cash to bring to fruition the day when you 

cannot buy or sell anything without government approval,” writes Armstrong. 

“When I googled the issue to see who else has picked it up, to my surprise, Armstrong Economics comes 

up first. Others are quoting me, and I even find it spreading as far as the Central Bank of Nigeria, but I 

have yet to find any reports on the meeting taking place in London, when my sources are direct.” 

Armstrong first brought attention to the alleged meeting earlier this month when he revealed that 

representatives from the Federal Reserve, the ECB as well as participants from the Swiss and Danish 

central banks would all be attending a “major conference in London” at which Kenneth Rogoff of 

Harvard University, and Willem Buiter, the Chief Economist at Citigroup, would give presentations. 

“We better keep one eye open at night for this birth of a cashless society that is coming in much faster 

than expected. Why the secret meeting? Something does not smell right here,” concludes Armstrong. 

Discussions and moves towards banning cash have repeatedly cropped up in recent weeks.  Willem 

Buiter, who Armstrong claims is speaking at the secret meeting, recently advocated abolishing cash 

altogether in order to “solve the world’s central banks’ problem with negative interest rates.” 

Last year, Kenneth Rogoff also called for “abolishing physical currency” in order to stop “tax evasion and 

illegal activity” as well as preventing people from withdrawing money when interest rates are close to 

zero. 

Striking a similar tone, former Bank of England economist Jim Leaviss penned an article for the London 

Telegraph earlier this month in which he said a cashless society would only be achieved by “forcing 

everyone to spend only by electronic means from an account held at a government-run bank,” which 

would be, “monitored, or even directly controlled by the government.” 

Big banks in both the United Kingdom and the U.S. are already… 

To read this article in its entirety, go to: 

http://www.infowars.com/secret-meeting-in-london-to-end-cash/ 
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Note from Pastor Kevin Lea:  The recent acceleration in the financial sector towards a cashless society 

is mind-boggling. For nearly 2,000 years, scoffers have mocked the Bible’s prophecy that a world 

government and its associated leader would someday control the buying and selling of everyone on the 

planet.  The ability to use cash, precious metals, or bartering in exchange for goods and services makes a 

centralized total control impossible.  But now, the global elite are discussing ways to prevent the 

inhabitants of the world from living “off the grid” financially.  When they succeed, it will be a literal 

fulfillment of one prophecy associated with the last days’ return of Jesus.  

Now why does the Bible keep batting a thousand?  Is it because it was inspired by the all powerful and 

knowing King of Kings and Lord of Lords?  Have you bowed the knee to Him while there is still time?  If 

not, why not? 

 

He [Antichrist and False Prophet of the Tribulation Period] causes all, both small and great, rich 

and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their foreheads, and that no 

one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or the number of his 

name.  Revelation 13:16-17 NKJV   


